
It would be tempting to start this re-
view with a quotation — not just be-

cause the book under scrutiny, The
Quotable Osler, is a collection of sayings
by one of the most quoted physicians of
the last century, but because a quota-
tion at the beginning of a piece of writ-
ing gives a certain prestige to what fol-
lows, as if the person quoted were
silently nodding in agreement with
whatever the writer wants to say. “A
quotation is the product of a great mind
transcribed for posterity so that lesser
minds may justify their own mediocre
ideas.” Doesn’t that sound like some-
thing Osler might have said?

Actually, he didn’t say that. I just
made it up. Doesn’t sound nearly so
impressive, does it? The sentence loses
its classic ring when you discover it is
not decades old; without Osler’s impos-
ing shadow behind it, it sounds hollow
and pompous.

Perhaps this is why so many medical
articles and presentations appeal to
Osler for a word of support. Who is go-
ing to credit a junior resident when she
says the diagnosis of a perforated ap-
pendix can be difficult? Yet who could
dispute the great Osler when he says,
“In many instances the diagnosis of
perforated appendix presents great dif-
ficulties” (“Typhlitis and Appendici-
tis”)? The benefits of having Sir
William Osler in one’s corner are not
restricted to house staff, either. What
faculty member would hesitate to refer
to Osler’s assertion that “the professori-
ate as a class ... is wretchedly under-
paid” (“After Twenty-five Years,” in
Aequanimitas)?

Quoting Osler can make one appear
extremely well-read and in possession of
the sort of memory that allows certain

despicable classmates to skip class all
term and then ace the final exam. The
beauty of this book of quotations is that
one can find just the right sentence or
passage without having to wade through
an entire essay. The book is divided into
nine sections on broad topics such as
“personal qualities” and “faith, religion,
melancholy, death,” and there is an al-
phabetical index at the back. (Sadly,
there was no entry for “quotations,”
leaving me to make
one up on my own.)

The Quotable Osler
should prove a boon
to physicians every-
where who want to
add a high-brow
touch to grand
rounds. Osler himself
loved to quote from
history and literature,
making essays like the
immortal Aequanimi-
tas almost inaccessible
to modern readers
who lack either a clas-
sical education or a
heavily annotated
copy. Indeed, by selecting one’s quote
carefully, one can cite both Osler and
William Wordsworth in the same
breath. As the man himself put it, “The
practitioner needs culture as well as
learning” (“Chauvinism in Medicine,”
in Aequanimitas).

As well as serving as a repository of
Oslerian sound bites, this book pro-
vides an introduction to Osler for those
who are only slightly acquainted with
the man and his writings. A brief bio-
graphical overview at the beginning is
illuminating yet concise. For those
without the time or inclination to

tackle his writings in their entirety, this
book provides a taste of Osler’s ideas
about work, devotion to one’s calling
and the importance of careful clinical
observation. Naturally, the full devel-
opment of these ideas is limited by the
inherent brevity of quotations, and
some readers may decide to read the
complete works to deepen their under-
standing of what is glimpsed in only a
sentence or two.

A foreword by Charles Roland, pro-
fessor emeritus of medical history at
McMaster University, could serve as an
introduction to those devotees who
have added the noun “Osleriana” to the
English language and whose enthusi-
asm sometimes borders on the fanatical.

Roland dismisses critics of
Osler as either “purveyors
of seriously flawed logic”
or “chiefly ... those who
are uncomfortable be-
holding apparently seam-
less good sense, good hu-
mor, and good intentions,
presented in good Eng-
lish.” For the Oslerian,
however, this volume may
be not unlike a com-
pendium of favourite
scripture verses, useful for
teaching, rebuking, cor-
recting and training in
righteousness.

For others, such as
myself, this book may be rather like a
box of chocolates to be sampled at
leisure. It was a pleasure to recognize
favourite quotes and to be struck by
the wisdom of some that were less fa-
miliar. The quotations on the subject
of women were interesting, and led me
to ponder again Osler’s attitudes in
this area, a continuing stumbling-
block for me despite what seem to be
the efforts of Oslerians to rehabilitate
his sexist image.

The section that I found the least
engaging was that on “disease, specific
illnesses, lifestyle, drugs.” For example,
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“Syphilis is common in the community,
and is no respecter of age, sex or station
in life” (The Principles and Practice of
Medicine). Doubtless, this is (or was)
true, but does it really deserve to be
preserved for posterity? On the other
hand, some of the clinical descriptions
are strikingly original and memorable,
such as Osler’s depiction of the neuras-
thenic presenting with a written list of
symptoms. Perhaps a bit more restraint
in this section would have highlighted
the clinical descriptions most worthy of
immortality.

As the editors themselves have said,
they had an abundance of riches before
them and their most difficult task was to
know which ones to include and which
to leave out. The Quotable Osler is a
charming and even inspiring book, and
an important addition to any medical li-
brary. “Carefully studied, from such
books come subtle influences which
give stability to character and help to
give a man a sane outlook on the com-
plex problems of life” (“Sir Thomas
Browne,” in An Alabama Student).

Couldn’t have said it better myself.

Lara Hazelton
Psychiatrist
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS

Philip has sojourned this scape be-
fore. A year ago, illness intro-

duced him to the get-well warren of
curers, managers, message-deliverers,
cheerer-uppers. Philip resided then a
month, receiving nightly infusions of
promise, and infirmity. Eleven-year-
old freckles would flame in frustration
at each night’s dose of peace depriva-
tion. Remembrance makes him heavy
with reluctance to rejoin this commu-
nity, to re-awaken its nights. But
Philip is an intrepid young man. He
knows his duty to his parents’ love and
hope for him, and so he has acqui-
esced to their request for another
four-week foray.

His Puckish re-entry summons
smiles from admission cubicle to ward.
Philip graciously nods to the applause
of, “Lookin’ good, Philip,” “It’s great
to have you back, Philip,” “How you’ve
grown, Philip.” But as his bed ap-
proaches, Philip’s fearless facade melts
beneath the shadow of the IV tree that
will soon dangle unforgiving fruit.

He did not challenge his parents’
parting prognosis: “Everything will be
fine this time.” He knew the assurance
was as much for them as it was to delay
his day’s darkening.

The ward softens to sleep. The IV
insertion doesn’t hurt as much as last
time, but its salty drips tick to the com-
ing wrath. Too soon another nurse
hangs the infusion bags. Her well-
schooled smile cannot solace as she
swabs the nipple of the IV tube and in-
serts the spear of the mustard-coloured
sear. Philip wishes he were still young
enough to have a musical mobile cheer
the air above his bed in a carousel of
farm animals, or clowns, or angels. In-
stead, he stares at the medication wheel,
void of melody and mirth; a wheel that
would soon infuse him with its sul-
phuric suspension. Finally the nurse
plugs in his new side-effect soother’s
artery of hope, promising to make this
“course” more “tolerable.”

Prescience prevents him from find-
ing refuge in sleep.

By 2:15 am the first undulating
aches reach his shore. Increasing am-
plitudes of nausea furrow his forehead
and heave emptiness into his kidney-
shaped pool. His wrist shackle pre-
cludes flight. Should he button for a
nurse? Her hand could comfort his
consternation, share the shaking of his
spirit, dim amphotericin’s sins. “No.
I’m too old for that.”

The storm drags to dawn’s greying.
Philip knows his lack of sleep will
breathe fatigue through his day. His un-
touched breakfast is removed with “Not
hungry.” Brushing his teeth, Philip sees
the doctors circle like swans around each
charge across the room. Knowing the
protocol, he returns to his bed. They
soon surround him. He hears their hope
for the new side-effect soother that
Philip already knows will not prevail.
Asked about his night, Philip chins, “I
can handle it.” Satisfied, the cygnet circle
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Room for a view

A doctor, like a writer, must have a
voice of his own, something that con-
veys the timbre, the rhythm, the diction,
and the music of his humanity that com-
pensates us for all the speechless ma-
chines. — Anatole Broyard, “The Pa-
tient Examines the Doctor,” 1992

The Left Atrium welcomes the
compensations of poetry, mem-
oir and fiction. We invite read-
ers to submit their unpublished
prose (up to 1200 words) and
poetry (up to 75 lines) to 
annemarie.todkill@cma.ca. 
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